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ABSTRACT 

This research aims to examine the types of WeChat Image-text and Creative 

strategy presented in WeChat real estate official account articles. It took a case study 

of Ananda Development, and made a quantitative content analysis of the WeChat 

official account articles. Using the purposive sampling method, Ananda’s 195 official 

account articles in WeChat from January 2017 to June, 2018, in terms of image-text 

and creative strategies towards the related condo brands, were selected as samples of 

the study. Descriptive statistics (frequency and percentage) were used to analyze the 

data. The findings suggest that WeChat official account articles played a main role in 

releasing product information. As for the advertising appeals, location, unit features, 

surroundings, facilities, design concept, transportation, social appeal, brand appeal, 

investment prospect, personal appeal, education, price, promotion, fear appeal, health 

care, environment, and humor appeal were always emphasized in the WeChat articles. 

In terms of the execution style, the use of images with different appeals is the most 

common strategy. Managerial implications are provided for brand managers or 

marketers who are using social media such as WeChat to promote their products 

among foreign target consumers. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the background of this research, rationale and problems, 

objectives of the study, scope of the study, research questions, significance of the 

study, and definition of terms. 

1.1 Background of the Study 

With the implementation of the “One Belt, One Road” initiative, new 

opportunities and historical developments will be brought to The Kingdom of 

Thailand.  Sino-Thai railway project, a mega-one connecting Thailand with China, 

scheduled after years of delays, will be a new starting point of the growth of the 

financial and property sectors. Sino-Thai relationship has the significance to both 

countries.  

Tourist Nationalities (2017) reported that more than 35 million (2017) 

international arrivals make Thailand as the most active tourist country. China provides 

almost 10 million tourists to Thailand. According to Reuters (2018, February 5), 

Thailand’s tourism body expects 300,000 Chinese visitors during the Lunar Spring 

festival. These Chinese tourists have a huge impact on Thailand’s economy, 

especially for the tourist industry and real estate industry. Conversely, real estate 

industry has a very significant impact on economic growth. 

According to recent reports (Flora, 2016; Andrulewicz, 2017), Chinese 

consumers are taking a growing interest in buying properties overseas. To invest in
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real estate has become a hot plate for the Chinese buyers. They seek to make 

investment abroad and are hooked on good brands. As a popular global tourist 

destination and retirement site for retirees attracting Chinese investors, Thailand is 

also a popular destination for Chinese students. They will go forward, get a job, and 

settle down here. Thai real estate sector has been attracting waves of customers from 

China. Thai real estate market is revved-up during Chinese customers in the past three 

years. They have great confidence in the Thai market. Chinese customers also have 

become a target group of well-known developers and agencies.  

Bangkok, as the capital of Thailand, has the upper hand than any other cities, 

such as Chiang Mai, Hua-Hin, Phuket, and so on. Residential buildings are taken 

considerable proportion in the real estate market. Chinese investors are circling in and 

flow the money into the hot real estate market in this capital city. 

Moreover, foreigners can only buy condos and not own land according to the 

Thai legal restrictions. Thus, Chinese customers have to buy into the Thai real estate 

market. As a matter of fact, the residential developers have sought to differentiate 

their real estate project designs and cultural concepts for attracting buyers. There are 

several classifications of condo brand under the same developer, such as Super 

Luxury, Luxury, High-End, Up Scale, Mid-range and Entry-level (CBRE| Thailand). 

A well-known brand has benefits in terms of customer recognition, 

competitive market, introduction of new products, customer loyalty and shared values, 

and credibility (Millennium Agency, n.d.).  A strong condo brand could create 

positive market effect and increase enormous economic benefit. This is why Chinese 

consumers are interested in choosing their familiar name condos. At this point, real 
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estate groups are attempting to create impression in people’s minds through 

advertising. 

Real estate advertising becomes an important sector with the development of 

real estate industry, because it has an influence on the housing sales. The popularity of 

the Internet creates the free flow of media. Social media has been the advertising 

medium favored by the marketers and communicators. It is also known that the 

traditional real estate advertising on newspapers, magazines, and television is giving 

way to new online media advertising. Developers are relying on the media advertising 

to promote their products. Communications technologies cause the shift. By using 

mobile phones, people can read housing introduction, query the property messages, 

check promotions and the newest ads at anytime and anywhere. E-commerce is on the 

rise with the rise of social media.  

Social media has become an essential part and pretty good communication 

tool of the real estate online marketing. Marketing strategies and advertising 

campaigns on products and services are freely moved to various platforms. Whatever 

different functions, social media can serve for anyone in a positive route. A normal 

update on any platform can draw big crowds (Lerena, 2017). When talking about how 

important to remain active on social media in real estate sector, Cardile (2018) 

focused on different social platforms and their performance in this technology-

oriented era, such as Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram. Chinese social platforms, 

such as WeChat and Weibo, are greatly popular among Chinese community. The 

realtor, Miliarakis, said that social media was super important for real estate agents in 

China (Lu, 2016). 
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No doubt that WeChat is the most used instant messaging tool and digital 

communication channel among the Chinese because they use WeChat more than other 

social media, even though they are in foreign countries. WeChat is essential part to 

Chinese populations’ communication behaviors, although Weibo is a competitor. 

Much more than a chatting application, it allows users to share WeChat image-text 

content, and even to buy and pay. Social media applications are the key marketing 

communication channel for the Chinese right now. As big social media players such 

as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and other social media are banned in China, WeChat 

is the effective and important way for Thai real estate agents to reach Chinese buyers. 

An increasing number of Chinese customers gain real estate information 

through WeChat official accounts. Operators of WeChat official account can post 

countless messages about real estate information or even local lifestyle in the blog 

sector (Lu, 2016). WeChat Official Account Admin Platform allows those who are 

following the official accounts to receive image-text articles of environment, health, 

education and more importantly, to interact directly with the operators. It provides 

real estate consultants a one-stop services station to disseminate messages and get 

feedback from mass audience in time. There is a necessity to make the most of the 

marketing effectiveness of official accounts. That means Thai real estate agents must 

learn to release as many posts as possible and find ways of engaging with Chinese 

clients via this platform. 
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1.2 Rationale and Problem Statement 

WeChat official account is the best platform to promote real estate brand 

toward Chinese populations. The forms of WeChat real estate advertising have 

become unique from simplicity to maturation with the birth of WeChat marketing. 

Content in WeChat advertising is an essential key of real estate promotion and 

increasing brand awareness, because it helps official account owners to reach target 

followers through the differentiated experiences and emotional connection. From a 

content strategic point of view, WeChat real estate operators are accessing an original 

production and user-generated content with the focus of brand awareness, presence of 

projects and promotional campaigns. From a customer perspective, advertising 

appeals are changing. Consumers are searching for the WeChat articles with high 

level of persuasion and quality.  

Few studies, to the researcher’s knowledge, exist that examined the 

advertising contents in real estate WeChat official account articles targeting Chinese 

customers. Through a comprehensive review, it is even said that there is few reporting 

about WeChat marketing of Thai real estate sector. As far as be concerned, contents 

and entire page of a real estate article have an obvious objective, which is attracting 

the viewers. WeChat official account articles must be convincing, so the viewers’ 

attention is caught in an effective way. This leads to a research interest to find out 

how Thai real estate official accounts targeting at Chinese uses WeChat to advertise 

more effectively. 
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1.3 Objectives of the Study 

The contents in WeChat advertising must be high quality based on a well-

planned strategy. This research is intended to investigate Creative strategy in WeChat 

official accounts operated by Thai real estate agents. The specific objectives are: 

a) To understand what types of media materials and the structure of image-text 

were used in WeChat real estate official account articles; 

b) To examine the creative strategy, especially to find what core appeals and how 

they were presented in WeChat real estate official account articles; 

c) To indicate the trend of advertising appeals in WeChat real estate official 

account articles; 

d) To present recommendations in terms of creative strategy in WeChat real 

estate official account articles. 

1.4 Scope of the Study 

Based on the creative strategy of advertising, this paper is limited to the types 

of media materials, advertising appeals, and execution styles of the selected Thai real 

estate brands in WeChat official account articles.  The aim is to study the current 

situation of WeChat real estate official accounts targeting Chinese customers, and 

what messages can reflect the rational appeals and emotional appeals of Thai real 

estate articles. Hence, the selected articles are chosen from WeChat official accounts 

related to Ananda’s condo brands in Thailand. A quantitative content analysis 

(Berelson, 1952) was used to provide an objective, systematic, and quantitative 

description of this communication phenomenon. 
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1.5 Research Questions 

To explore how the real estate advertising was executed in the selected official 

account articles, the following five research questions are proposed: 

RQ # 1: What types of WeChat Image-text are posted in real estate articles?  

RQ # 2: What are the purposes of WeChat official account articles? 

RQ # 3: What advertising appeals are most frequently used in WeChat Real 

Estate Official Account Article? 

RQ # 4: What execution styles are most frequently used in WeChat Real 

Estate Official Account Article? 

RQ # 5: Are there any differences of creative strategy among different brands 

in WeChat Real Estate Official Account Article? 

1.6 Significance of the Study 

WeChat has become a very important channel for real estate agents to build 

connection with their potential customers in China. In order to tap into Chinese 

populations, Thai real estate businesses do need to have a full understanding of 

WeChat official account admin platform and learn how to efficiently interact with 

users.  The researcher tends to fill in the blank, sum up some suggestions and provide 

some valuable references for academicians and marketers in subsequent studies. 

Two main significance of this study are:  

1) Academically, this paper provides empirical evidences regarding WeChat 

image-text and creative strategy in WeChat official account articles of Thai real estate. 
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2) Practically, the results and suggestions provide useful managerial 

implications for Thai real estate practitioners, and follow-up researchers who are 

interested in conducting a study on marketing communication via WeChat. 

1.7 Definition of Terms 

1.7.1 Social media 

It is a virtual community and network platform where implies the use of online 

or internet technologies, such as websites, online systems and mobile applications. 

1.7.2 Social commerce 

This term refers to new trend of mobile commerce where social networks and 

e-commerce mixed together. 

1.7.3 Electronic Commerce (E-commerce) 

It is the online marketing, direct buying and selling processes of products or 

services through computer-networks. 

1.7.4 Marketing Communication (MarCom) 

This term refers to the different means adopted by companies to disseminate 

the marketing information about their products and services. It helps marketers 

communicate with mass audiences and impact their purchase decisions. 

1.7.5 WeChat 

This concept refers to the popular free software connecting a billion users with 

text, games, news, video-calling, and more. 

1.7.6 WeChat ID 

It refers to the unique username of identification. 
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1.7.7 WeChat Image-text 

It refers to the audio language and visual language in writing (text, image, 

video and audio). It refers to the text and rich media materials posted in WeChat 

official account articles. 

1.7.8 WeChat Moments 

This refers to the social timeline displayed in WeChat. 

1.7.9 WeChat Official Account Admin Platform 

It is defined as a formal channel for organizations to interact with publics 

through WeChat. 

1.7.10 WeChat Official Accounts (OA’s) 

It refers to the official accounts operated by the companies or agencies for 

communicating and marketing products or services to mass audiences. 

1.7.11 WeChat Article 

The term refers to the whole page that official account sent to the followers. 

1.7.12 Thai Real Estate Official Accounts 

It refers to those accounts which posted articles about Thai real estate brands. 

1.7.13 Advertising Appeal 

This concept is defined as “the persuasive pressures that stimulate a person to 

buy a product or service by speaking to an individual's needs, interests, or wants. It 

provides just the right hook to allow persuasion to occur. It was designed to create a 

positive image and mindset about those who use the product or service, and are a 

major factor of consideration for advertisers (Marie, n.d.).” Various types of appeals 

such as rational and emotional appeal are used to influence purchasing decisions. 
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1.7.14 Rational Appeals 

It relates to the audience’s self-interest by showing product benefits such as 

product’s quality, economy, value or performance (Kotler & Armstrong, 1994). 

1.7.15 Emotional Appeals 

“Emotional appeals attempt to stir up either negative or positive emotions that 

can motivate purchase (Kotler & Armstrong, 1994, p. 468)”. These appeals include 

fear, guilt and shame, love, humor, pride, joy, etc. 

1.7.16 Execution Styles 

This term is defined as the way an advertisement communicate its messages to 

the target audiences. “How to say the message” can be done in various ways such as 

slice-of-life, demonstration, animation, testimonial, lifestyle, fantasy, drama, etc.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter reviewed a variety of literature regarding relevant concepts, 

which are WeChat official account admin platform, WeChat real estate marketing 

communication, Ananda Development, advertising creative strategy, advertising 

appeals, together with execution styles. 

2.1 An overview of WeChat Official Account Admin Platform 

2.1.1 WeChat 

WeChat is one of the largest free instant messaging applications, developed by 

Chinese Internet and gaming giant Tencent in 2011. It offers users a new way to swap 

messages and do advertising by posting text, voice, pictures, videos, location 

information, and even do the e-commerce. It also supports a built-in WeChat Shake, 

Moments, public platform, etc. WeChat ID is the replacement for any contact 

information in China. There is no denying that WeChat is the best choice of social 

media among Chinese populations. 

WeChat is a combination of multiple integrated communications. Its 

interactions are complex. As an ecosystem, all functions can be found in a window. 

Users can watch videos, buy tickets, pay bills, share promotion, get a Grab, order food, 

play games, transfer money, and even offer personal loans (Shen, 2015).
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Compared with other Chinese applications, WeChat has the obvious 

characteristics of convenience, instant, high attention, precise positioning and various 

forms of messages presentation (Du, Hao & Ren, 2014), and advanced in the social 

commerce sector.  

2.1.2 WeChat Official Account Admin Platform 

An official definition of the platform is “a cooperation & promotion service 

launched for famous persons, government, media and enterprises” (WeChat | Official 

Account Admin Platform). It is a new functional module of WeChat and has a 

convenient and concise interface design. This platform is not only a channel to 

disseminate information, but also the connection bridge between real estate agents and 

their audiences. WeChat users can access and capture information and communicate 

with others via the platform.  From an organizational perspective, the official accounts 

disseminate messages for free and improve the positive influence on brand popularity 

and brand equity.  

WeChat official account admin platform provides a new model (Du, Hao & 

Ren, 2014) and creative ideas for the owners to promote their brands, attract potential 

customers, and drive purchase intention of products and services (See Figure 2.1). In 

addition, with the development of WeChat Official Account Admin Platform, a new 

era of interactive marketing communication of real estate would be created. WeChat 

official account owner can release real estate messages in a variety of ways, such as 

using live-action video, real-time voice and 3D blueprint, etc. 
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The platform is very effective because the operators disseminate information 

in a one-to-many way and target different followers with appropriate contents. 

Furthermore, the comment section allows the followers to give and take ideas, 

exchange views and share suggestions. Meanwhile, the backend staff can get 

feedback immediately from the followers and manage a continuous relationship 

afterwards. And, therefore, it will be so sure to generate trust and intimacy. 

 

Figure 2.1: Communication Model of WeChat Official Account Admin Platform 

Source: Du, P. L., Hao, Sh. Y., & Ren, X. (2014). Research on Micro-channel  

 Marketing in Real Estate Projects. Construction Economy, 35(12), 79. 

 

The research of WeChat official account platform marketing communication 

is still at an early-stage exploration. Enterprises, experts and scholars from all walks 

of life are making active efforts. 
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2.1.3 WeChat Official Account 

WeChat official account has become the most convenient tool for individuals 

or companies to have their own media and create conversations with the mass 

audience. The owner or the operators of an official account can broadcast information, 

set auto-rely message, join the one-to-one conversation and send any type of WeChat 

image-text to specific followers and groups (See Figure 2.2). 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Features of WeChat Official Account 

Source: Ongair. (2015). How to create an official WeChat account. Retrieved from  

 http://blog.ongair.im/how-to-create-an-official-we-chat-account/ 
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Hoole (2017) described that a WeChat official account can promote a brand 

and service to anyone, whoever can be a follower and receives the articles posted by 

the owner or operators. WeChat official accounts can be used to “gather followers, 

push notifications and redirect them to an e-commerce” (Graziani, 2017). The general 

public can subscribe the articles in WeChat official accounts by following the 

accounts.  The receivers share information with their friends or to the WeChat 

Moments page. The operators of WeChat official accounts use networking and mobile 

devices to promote the messages to billions of users via WeChat. 

Whether an organization or individual users, whoever can register an official 

account. Of course, it requires the certification data which are accuracy, authenticity, 

legality and validity. There are two different types of official account for WeChat 

marketing (See Figure 2.3). Both of them appear in the followers’ official account 

listing in Contacts Interface. They have different functions and permissions, as 

follows: 

a) Subscription accounts: provides “new information propagation means for 

media and individuals to build up better communication and management 

with readers”; 

b) Service accounts: provides “more powerful business service and user 

management capabilities for enterprises and organizations, to help 

enterprises quickly implement a brand-new official account service 

platform”. 

(WeChat | Official Account Admin Platfrom, Q&A) 
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Figure 2.3: Two Types of WeChat Official Account for Marketing 

Source: WeChat Application. 

2.1.4 WeChat Real Estate Official Account 

WeChat real estate official account is the public account operated by a 

property developer or individual agent to attract potential fans and drive sales, just as 

a mini web or a blog. In a general way, it is normal practice to register a service 

account by a real estate company and a subscription account by agency or individual 

agent.  Real estate official account, whether subscription accounts or service accounts, 

provide a means for businesses to disseminate messages directly to mass audience and 

build a closer relationship. It is mostly that operators of WeChat official account push 

real estate articles to their followers though the platform. Operators work hard not 

only on the online presence but maintaining customer service. 
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Generally, WeChat official accounts focus on disseminating real estate news, 

project details, floor plans, local policies, neighborhood and residences, and so on. 

And, more remarkable, real estate advertising posted in the articles has become a part 

of the digital marketing communication strategy. To a certain extent, the ‘micro-site’ 

represented the qualities of real estate. 

Articles in WeChat official account are the windows of the real estate brand 

and project, and also will be the presence of the agents or the developer behind. 

Certainly, the operators can directly communicate with the followers and turn them to 

be potential customers leading to the ideal outcome.  

For Chinese real estate investors, the entire pre-sale process is almost run and 

co-ordinated within WeChat official account. It is also able to receive sales contract 

and send back with signature. This is due to Wechat being highly recognized by users 

as a quality and trustful platform. 

ASKCI Consulting Co., Ltd (2018) reported the WeChat Communication 

Index (WCI) rank of WeChat real estate official accounts on March 2018. Figure 2.4 

shows the top 10 accounts, in particular, Mizhaimizhai was the first with more than 

2,030,000 page readers and 7,743 likes monthly. 
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Figure 2.4: Ranking List of Real Estate Official Accounts in March 2018 

Source: ASKCI. (2018). News: Chanye. March 2018 Real Estate WeChat Official  

Account list (with ranking list). Retrieved from http://www.askci.com/ 

news/chanye/20180403/154619120958.shtml 

2.2 WeChat Real Estate Marketing Communication 

WeChat, as China’s most popular social media application with over 1 billion 

active monthly users in more than 200 countries, is widely used in the fields including 

education, health, telecommunications, e-finance, IT integration, medical treatment, 

and the service industry, etc. Organizations and individuals can promote their 

business and brand via push notifications. According to Choury (2017), WeChat 

marketing has become a hot issue, an absolute must, and in a sense, a pronouns for 

marketing in China. It is now dictating global property investment trends (Lamb, 
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2017). WeChat marketing has become one of the trending subjects for real estate 

developments and academics in the field. 

WeChat marketing attributes its success to considering the huge attention and 

active interaction. Tang (2014) pointed out that the unique advantages WeChat 

marketing offer are precise "Marketing" and "Sales". 

2.2.1 The Characteristics of WeChat Marketing 

a) Low cost and high productivity. WeChat offers a free register, links multiple 

functions together, and provides an easy and simple operation interface. 

b) Freedom from time and place. WeChat users can browse pages, exchange 

messages and share information anytime and anywhere. 

c) Interactive communication. WeChat, as an instant messaging tool, feeds the 

strong emotional appeals through interacting among the users (Chen, 2017). 

d) Closer intimate relationship. WeChat communication behaviors are between 

users and their friends. A warrant of authenticity increases the trust and 

efficiency of messages dissemination (Yang, Chen & Li, 2016).  

e) Convenient payment. WeChat Pay provides the transfer and deposit function 

with WeChat application (WeChat Pay, n.d.). 

2.2.2 Real Estate Advertising and WeChat Marketing 

According to Kotler (2002), advertising aims to satisfy the customers’ 

marketing needs concerning products and services, and perform the communicating 

function as linking together the senders and receivers.  Although real estate 
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advertising in WeChat marketing communication is not clearly defined so far, it 

includes every part of real estate brand, projects, designs, price, promotion, and so on. 

WeChat article of real estate official account is a form of cost-free advertising 

that uses WeChat application for delivering real estate marketing messages to attract 

home buyers. Ad-based WeChat real estate article needs quality Mandarin language 

content to underline the real estate brand value, culture, grade and specific characters 

of project, impress the consumers and affect their purchase decisions (Liu, 2015).    

WeChat users have more freedom of choice, accordingly, higher acceptability 

toward the information. This is very meaningful for increasing brand image and 

improving brand reputation after a large amount of reading. It certainly requires 

sufficient creative messages in the articles to capture readers’ attention.  

Advertisements are unique (Mallory, 2013). WeChat platform may help 

advertisers to edit articles being powerful and creative because the platform integrates 

all types of rich media plug-ins (See Figure 2.5). These Features can be selectively 

added by the operators to enrich the capability and experience of the official account 

(WeChat| Official Account Admin Platform).  
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Figure 2.5: Function Plug-ins in WeChat Official Account Admin Platform 

Source: WeChat Application. 

All the features in WeChat official account platform available to present with 

more elements, give real estate advertising higher interactivity and multifunction, and 

promote real estate brand more vividly and visually to target consumers. 

2.2.3 Studies about WeChat Real Estate Marketing 

WeChat real estate gradually appears after the production of WeChat official 

account platform. Many international real estate projects are being promoted on 

WeChat. Real estate agents post advertisements on their official accounts and 

negotiate with the potential Chinese customers directly and timely. WeChat is used as 
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a real estate sales channel communicating with Chinese clients. It is a key to attract 

Chinese people.   

Almost 5 years ago, there were reports of Chinese buying US homes using 

WeChat. Abkowitz (2014) reported about real estate agents’ deal on WeChat as early 

as 2014 in New York. Most of the marketing communication with Chinese 

community is through this application. Shen (2015) also described that realtors sold 

property through WeChat and it worked particularly well. Graziani (2016) listed 

forward 10 cases studies that explained the application of WeChat accounts. 

According to Hawksford (2017), Aussie agents sold real estate to Chinese customers 

using the WeChat application. Before advertising to the general market, some agents 

delivered the information on Chinese social media. As a result, this platform was 

more effective than Facebook, Instagram and other tools. Opening a WeChat official 

account can help properties and agents to communicate with their target Chinese 

populations. 

Then, marketing companies specializing in WeChat campaigns continue to 

mount, such as SameSame in Paris, WalktheChat in Beijing, and Curiosity China with 

locations in Paris and China (Shen, 2015). 

2.3 An overview of Ananda Development 

Ananda Development Public Company Limited (hereafter, Ananda), based on 

the firm vision and commitment of “creating vibrant lives by continuously innovating 

urban living solution”, was founded in 1999 by Mr. Chanond Ruangkritya. It has 

become a leading developer of residential projects in access to the major transport 
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systems (Bangkok, Thailand) through “ambition, determination and innovation”. 

Ananda has been awarded for its branded projects, including “Consumer Choice 

awards, international design awards and outstanding awards in Investor Relations”, 

and so on (Ananda, 2018). Ananda at present owns several social platforms such as 

Facebook (@ananda.pcl), Youtube (ANANDA Development), Instagram 

(@ananda_development) and The Gen C Blog. 

2.3.1 Residential Condominium Brands of Ananda Development 

Ananda features a strong portfolio of distinctive condominium brands (see 

Figure 2.6) to meet all types of Bangkok market’s demand. According to its official 

website, there are seven categories of real estate -- Luxury, High-end, Premium value, 

Up-scale, Mid-range, Low-range, and Super value-range, corresponding to the seven 

condominium brands respectively--ASHTON, IDEO Q, VENIO, IDEO MOBI, IDEO, 

ELIO, and UNIO. 

Chanond Ruangkritya, Chief Executive Officer of Ananda, states the reasons 

of Ananda’s success that is continuing providing convenience through the location 

close to main transit systems and the maintain competitive pricing. Carlisle (2016) 

also gives a high evaluation for the convenience and prime location which make 

Ananda’s condo projects Thailand’s leader in mass transit project. 
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Figure 2.6: Residential Condominium Brands of Ananda Development 

Source: ANANDA. (2018). Annual Report Year 2017. Retrieved from  

https://www.ananda.co.th/stocks/ir_annual_report/o0x0/ym/5h/f104ym5hzs/18

_file_en_180420104826.pdf 

Except for condominium brands, the three single house brands are ARTALE, 

AIRI, and ATOLL. The two townhouse brands are ARDEN and UNIO TOWN. 

Ananda is a very powerful and great potential brand for investing. The 

condominium projects are definitely worthwhile investment. Katharangsiporn (2016) 

reported that Ananda would launch more low-end condos under the Unio brand to 

meet the strong market requirements in 2017. Ananda launched three new high-end 

condominium projects under Ideo Mobi brand on Rama 4, Rangnam road, and 

Sukhumvit soi 40 in Bangkok (The Nation, 2017). The company announced the 

success of five new condo projects at Ananda Urban Pulse Event; they were Ideo Q 
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Victory near the Victory Monument BTS station, Ashton Asoke-Rama 9 near the 

Rama 9 MRT station, Ideo Q Sukhumvit 36 near the Thong Lor BTS station, Ideo 

New Rama 9 near the Ramkhamhaeng 12 MRT station, and the Elio Del Nest near the 

Udomsuk BTS station (Destination Thailand News, 2017). 

2.3.2 WeChat Official Account of Ananda Development 

Although Ananda Development is a Thai real estate developer, it has enjoyed 

a good reputation of “stylish, modern and high quality, yet affordable products” in 

Chinese market. Figure 7 is a showcase for the service official account of Ananda 

Development Public Company Limited in Thailand (hereafter, Ananda Development). 

Two main manifestations of WeChat article (See Appendix C) are to promote real 

estate projects and development of Aanada sub-brands. 

 

Figure 2.7: Profile of the “Ananda Development” WeChat Official Account 

Source: WeChat Application. 
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2.4 Conceptual Framework 

Creativity is a quality and the soul of advertising. Fresh, unique, and 

appropriate ideas are generally used to solve communication requirements through 

different novel approaches. Creative strategy is a theory used to determine what an 

advertising message will communicate to the target consumers (Belch & Belch, 2004). 

It usually is the explanation of how the ads meet the objectives of advertising. Once 

knowing the target audiences, certain topic theme, advertising appeals and even 

execution styles must be the primary action for operators.  

2.4.1 Advertising Creative Strategy 

Moore (2010) talked about that the creativity linked marketing together should 

make messages more attractive, more authentic, and more appealing. Three steps of 

developing adverting creative strategy are purpose of the ads, method, and tone & 

mood.  

1)  Purpose of advertising: Who are the target customers and what are the 

primary messages to ensure them to believe, think and then call to action?  

Kokemuller (2018, April 5) classified advertising objectives into three 

categories -- to inform, to persuade and to remind customers. First, informative ads try 

to propagandize new products and services, to promote brand awareness and educate 

audience how benefits work. There are more features and benefits presented to the 

readers. Second, persuasive ads, as a prominent purpose, convince audience why the 

products and services are the best. The contents influence customers’ experience to 
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switch brands and remain loyalty by a list of ways, include emphasis on project 

quality, specific design, unique features, and high cost-effectiveness. Third, reminder 

ads often remind audience to think of the need for the products or services. These 

keep the brand and its quality most valued in the customer’s minds. 

2)  Method: How to convince the target customers? Once the objectives are 

determined, the operators of advertising team will determine the types of appeals and 

execution styles used to carry out. This includes channel technique, format, types of 

materials and layout size.  

3)  Tone and mood: What will be the tone and mood of your communication? 

Tone is the writer’s own attitude toward the topic, and it influences the mood. Mood 

is the emotion the writer convinces the audience to feel. For instance, an interesting ad 

using joyful tone helps create a humorous mood for the readers. Tone in advertising 

refers to the “intentional use of images, lighting, sound and written copy to create a 

specific setting for an advertisement” (Kokemuller, 2018). General tones can be 

excited, cheerful, energetic, positive, upbeat, sarcastic, ironic, sympathetic, light-

hearted, intense, wholesome, kind, helpful, dark, dreary, sad and scary, etc. Examples 

from Moore (2010) are upbeat, natural, honest, and warm in Mother Nature Cereal; 

masculine, joyful, socially oriented, and blue collar in Miller Beer.  

2.4.2 Advertising Appeals 

According to Belch & Belch (2004), advertising appeals are the basis used to 

attract consumers’ attention or interest and influence their feelings toward the 

products and services. Targeting consumers’ needs with the right appeals is critical in 

marketing (Pack, 2017).  
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Two categories of advertising appeals are: 

i. Rational appeals: the consumers’ functional or practical need for the features or 

benefits of products or services, including feature appeals, competitive 

advantage appeals, favorable price appeals, news appeals, and product/service 

popularity appeals (Belch & Belch, 2004). 

ii. Emotional appeals: the consumers’ social or psychological needs of emotions 

and feelings, including personal appeal (love, joy, self-esteem, safety and 

family well-being), social appeal (recognition, respect, involvement, affiliation, 

and status), fear appeal (fear of loss of health, safety, and beauty), humor appeal 

(attention, association, and memory recall), and sex appeal, music appeal, 

scarcity appeal, brand appeal, adventure appeal, endorsement, romance appeal, 

and so on (Pack, 2017). It is quite considerable for the purchase decisions. 

In addition, combining rational and emotional appeals is a popular model to 

influence the consumer’s purchase motives in advertising (Monger, 2012).  

2.4.3 Advertising Appeals in Real Estate Marketing Communication 

Compared with other industries, real estate unit is a heavy investment with 

high risks. It is difficult to stimulate consumers by simple rational appeals or 

emotional appeals. Combining rational and emotional appeals is the optimal choice by 

fully reciting the benefits of the project or brand and also mobilized the consumers’’ 

emotion in the current situation of real estate advertising (Liu, 2015).  

Advertising appeal is the most critical component of a successful creative 

strategy in real estate marketing communication. An advertisement with the 

appropriate appeal point can attract more interest of readers, and then arouse their 

desire to consume, finally implement buying behaviors.  
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As Liu (2015) said, real estate advertising had applied multiple dimensions of 

appeals and a large proportion of rational appeals. The main focus was on the price 

and location of real estate projects in China. The first appeal is the core topic or 

message of the brand or a project, which normally appear over and over in the ads. In 

general, the appeal point will appear in the title. However, there will be more than one 

main appeal in its text. The specific number of appeals can be counted and recorded 

according to the research measurement.  

2.4.4 Execution Styles  

Belch & Belch (2004) and Monger (2012) give the definition of creative 

execution styles, which refer to the manner or way how to carry out advertising 

appeals to be presented into messages. A variety of means of execution can be used to 

transform particular appeals. As the social media grows, advertising execution styles 

become more diverse. The followings are descriptions of each of the execution styles 

used by advertisers: 

2.4.4.1. Straight Sell/Factual Message:  

This style is a basic one of creative executions, which is often used with 

rational appeals, relying on the straight forward presentation of information. The 

advertising message mainly presents the product or service itself. It is commonly 

used in print ads and television commercials. 

      2.4.4.2. Scientific/Technical Evidence:  

In this case, scientific research or technical specifications are provided to 

support the advertiser’s claims. 
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2.4.4.3. Demonstration: 

This style focuses on the key advantages in the actual use by lively 

demonstrating the utility, the quality or the benefits of products or services. It is 

particularly suitable for television commercials.  

2.4.4.4. Comparison: 

This approach which involves a comparison of different brands or products is 

also a basic one of creative executions. It is commonly used with competitive 

advantage appeals. 

2.4.4.5. Testimonials: 

This style requires an effective testimonial whereby the credible personal use 

or experience with the product or service to be used to present the marketing 

communication messages. 

2.4.4.6. Slice of Life: 

In this case, advertisers portray a real situation of daily life and show how the 

product of service can help resolve the problem.  It is often based on a problem or 

solution type of approach. 

2.4.4.7. Animation: 

Cartoons, puppets, fictional characters or virtual scenes with real person are 

used by the artists or created on the computer in this creative execution. 

2.4.4.8. Personality Symbol: 

A central character of personality symbol identifying the product of service, 

such as a person, a visual image personality, and an animated character, is used to 

present the marketing communication message in this approach. 
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2.4.4.9. Fantasy/Imagery: 

Image marketing communication often displays an imaginary situation or 

fantastic symbol by executing emotional appeals. 

2.4.4.10. Dramatization: 

This style is an approach of creating a story or telling a dramatic scene used to 

influence experiences and feelings of the audiences. 

2.4.4.11. Humor: 

This technique is a basic one of creative executions engaging audiences in 

something that is funny and memorable, while a way of presenting the humor 

appeal.  

2.4.4.12. Combinations: 

More than one execution styles are combined by advertisers to present the 

marketing communication messages. For instance, a humorous style is used to 

comprise a brand or product; slice-of-life approach is used to demonstrate a 

service among different service providers; and animation technique is used to 

present a fantasy or create a personality symbol. 

2.4.5 Execution Styles in Real Estate Marketing Communication 

Advertising execution style is the final presentation of real estate project or 

brand to the potential customers. It can determine the degree of the functions of real 

estate ads to certain extent. The creative level of real estate advertising is ultimately 

reflected by the performance of execution style. 

According to Liu (2015), the vast majority of real estate advertisements use 

the execution style of Text with images. Floor plan, sales center, location and traffic 

network, beautiful natural scenery and architectural renderings often appeared on the 
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ads. Photography pictures comprise the majority of them, such as the interior scene of 

decoration and exterior realistic scenes. Furthermore, illustrations and audio-visual 

elements have increasingly hot items for the execution styles of real estate project 

marketing. More and more execution styles are used for providing and disseminate 

several of advertising appeals to the consumers (Du, Hao, & Ren, 2014).  

 

Figure 2.8: Communication Model of WeChat Official Account Admin Platform 

Source: Du, P. L., Hao, Sh. Y., & Ren, X. (2014). 

Overall, creative strategy is very important for creating high quality content to 

grab attention and increase popularity.  As the advertising appeals and execution 

styles can be adopted through diverse approaches by advertisers, the current 

communication phenomenon of Thai real estate WeChat official accounts and how 

marketing communication messages presented were further investigated in the 

following chapter. And then, the researcher can find out a creative direction for 

practitioners of WeChat marketing communication in Thai real estate sector. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes research design, population and sample selection, data 

collection, research procedure, and method of data analysis. The researcher explains 

the coding of items in details. Validity and reliability of this research is also discussed.  

3.1 Research Design 

Taking media materials in the selected official account articles as the study 

subject, this research adopts a quantitative content analysis to examine the creative 

strategy and execution styles about Thai real estate WeChat marketing 

communication. Content analysis is a very important research method to conduct an 

objective, systematic and quantitative analysis. The basic approach is to establish the 

study units, and encode the messages (Kolbe and Burnett, 1991). The coding scheme 

was developed by Du, Hao, and Ren (2014), and Liu (2015).  

This study desires to quantify the selected messages and draw a conclusion of 

the current communication phenomenon of WeChat marketing communication of 

Thai real estate official account. The researcher hopes that the results could be a 

helpful understanding to Thai real estate practitioners and follow-up researchers.   

3.2 Research Data and Sample Selection 

Ananda Development, a leading real estate developer in Thailand, has been 

one of the worldwide known condominium brands with a strong competitive
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advantage. This research adopts the real estate articles posted on WeChat official 

accounts about Ananda’s condominium brands in the last 18 months (from Jan 2017 

to June 2018), in order to ensure the immediateness of the information. These brands 

include ASHTON, IDEO Q, VENIO, IDEO MOBI, IDEO, ELIO and UNIO. The 

condominium projects (See Appendix B) mentioned in the articles are all now on 

offer in the official website: www. Ananda.co.th/. 

The related articles were fully gathered and listed with judgment sampling of 

condo project names. A judgment sample, known as purposeful sample, is the most 

common sampling technique and a more intellectual strategy based on the 

researcher’s practical knowledge of the related area (Marshall, 1996). It is a viable 

choice for selecting articles of different WeChat official accounts in this research 

because 1) There are some WeChat official accounts only posted the name of Ananda 

condo projects with irrelevant messages, for example, other Thai real estate brands’ 

comparative location information with Ananda condo brands. In this case, it would be 

no benefit for the research and these articles cannot be selected; 2) Sample items in 

different articles of WeChat official accounts are chosen to be the best representative 

of the population, for example, some articles just take Ananda condo brand as a 

pointcut to discuss the Thai economic phenomenon, or, the condo project names are 

just mentioned by travel agents or travel writers. 3) Judgment sample improves the 

relevance of the sample and allows the researcher to go directly to the target 

population of WeChat official account articles as efficiently as possible.  

Figure 3.1 shows the operational steps. One thing to point out is that each 

article in this process is used as sampling unit. 
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Figure 3.1: Search Process of WeChat official account articles 

Source: WeChat Application. 

3.3 Research Procedure 

 The first phase is data collection. The selected official account articles related 

with 7 Ananda’s condo brands were listed in chronological order of post time. In 

addition, media materials (text, image, video, audio, vote, mini program) was 

recorded into 5 categories: 1) Text-only, 2) Text with image only, 3) Text with video 

only, 4) Text mixed with image and video only, and, 5) Text mixed with others. 
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The second phase is data decoding. The related elements in selected WeChat 

articles are decoded. Taking WeChat Image-text as an example, the researcher uses a 

deductive approach to assess the items: 

1) For the text, such as unit price, location, space, floor, orientation, furniture 

(fully or partially), property facilities, environment, house delivery time, 

property fees; and the keywords may be luxury, high-end, convenient, 

close to public transportation (BTS, MRT, airport), shopping mall/super 

market, hospital, and school, etc.  

2) For image, such as the project ideation sketching, ground floor plan, floor 

plan, house interior plan, furniture plan, plant plan, model room, and the 

general plan of surroundings. 

3) For video, such as real estate developer, condo brand, real estate project, 

and the surroundings according to the content. 

4) For audio, like music or sound audio. 

5) For others such as vote/poll, html 5 link and mini programs 

The third phase is data analysis and summary of results. The main elements, 

types of media materials, the core advertising appeals and execution styles of all units 

of analysis were identified and counted for descriptive statistics, in order to answer 

the posed research questions. 
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3.4 Research Measurement  

WeChat real estate marketing communication is mainly focused on the online 

advertising and interaction. By disseminating real estate messages, interactive 

communication with the followers, the operators are busy in attracting the readers’ 

intention, increasing their interests, and thus to achieve the marketing purposes. As 

for which variables are posted, different real estate official accounts have different 

patterns. To better understand the types of WeChat Image-text and creative strategy, 

this research conducted a quantitative content analysis of 195 WeChat official account 

articles. Each of these articles was coded for the following variables: 

1) Date: post date of WeChat official account article, May 9, 2018 coded as 2018-

05-09, for example; 

2) Brand Name: the name of Ananda’s condominium brand (ASHTON, IDEO Q, 

VENIO, IDEO MOBI, IDEO, ELIO & UNIO); 

3) Categories of Condominium Brands: Luxury, High-end, Premium value, Up-scale, 

Mid-range, Low-range, Super value-range 

4) Project Name: the name of  Ananda’s condominium project (See APPENDIX B); 

5) Project Status: the status of condo project (New, Ready to move in & Sold out); 

6) WeChat Official Account Name: the name of WeChat official account; 

7) WeChat ID: the unique number of WeChat official account;  

8) Ad Function: the primary purpose of advertising (to inform, to persuade, to 

remind customers) 

This coding was based on a study by Kokemuller (2018, April 5); 
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9) Creative Strategy: the strategic approach in implementing a real estate marketing 

message (Advertising appeals and Execution styles) 

a) Ad appeal: the appeals of advertising (Rational appeals & Emotional appeals) 

i. Rational appeals:  

Item No. Core Appeal Item 

1 Price 

2 Unit Features 

3 Location  

4 Transportation 

5 Facilities 

6 Environment 

7 Education 

8 Health Care 

9 Surroundings 

10 Design Concept 

11 Promotion 

12 Investment 
Prospect/Value 

 
ii. Emotional appeals: 

Item No. Core Appeal Item 

13 Brand appeal  

14 Personal appeal  

15 Social appeal 

16 Fear appeal 

17 Humor appeal  

18 Others 
 

iii. Mix of both rational and emotional appeals 
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b) Execution style:  

i. Article Title: the headline with keywords of WeChat article; 

ii. Number of Title Words: the total number of words in the title of an article; 

iii. WeChat Image-text: the audio and visual language (Text, Image, Video, 

Audio, Vote, Miniprogram, and others); 

iv. Types of Image: two types reflecting rational appeal or emotional appeal 

Rational Appeal Image Emotional Appeal Image 

Architectural renderings Slice of life 

Floor plan Dramatization 

Interior scene 
Warm and nice interior 
decoration 

Realistic exterior scene Emoticon /GIF emoticon 

Developer/Sales Center Humor 

Surroundings Beautiful natural scenery 

'Location and traffic network' Combinations 

 
v. Third-party Interface: the software product of another company with 

various solutions and services; 

vi. Hyperlink: the address of a website or the third-party interface in an article; 

This coding was based on Du, Hao, & Ren (2014) and Liu (2015) study; 

10) First Appeal: the most prominent appeal in WeChat articles. The number of times 

of the following appeal items were recorded in the Excel sheet: 
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Table 3.1: Coding Scheme 

Item 

NO. 
Appeal Item Keyword 

1 Price 

Total/ Sales/Selling Price 

Average Price 

Down-payment/Transfer Fee/Common Fee/ 

Sinking Fund/Payment process 

2 Unit Features 

Unit Type Studio/1-bedroom/2-bedroom/3-bedroom 

Unit status 

Complete condo/Delay-to-move-in 

Forward delivery condo/ New Condo 

Pre-sale/Re-sale 

3 Location 

Gold Business District: Siam/Silom/Sathon 

Landmark: G Tower/Super Tower/Makkasan  

Central Business District (CBD) 

4 Transportation 

Mass Transmit/BTS/MRT/Walking Distance/ 

Airport/Pier/ Tollway Entrance 

Main Sukhumvit Road 

5 Facilities 

Indoor 

Facilities 

Fully Furnished 

Fully Equipped Kitchen 

Electrical Appliances 

Washing Machine/Refrigerator/TV 

Microwave/ Digital Door Lock 

Built-in Closet 

Community 

Facilities 

Security System/Security Guard/CCTV/ 

Smart Gate Barrier/24-7 Reception Desk/ 

Smart Access Control/Property 

Management/Lobby/Public Area/Kids Play 

Zone/BBQ 

Area/Playground/Garage/Parking/Fitness/GE

M/Library/Co-working 

Space/Garden/Swimming Pool/ 

6 Environment Greening/Greenery/Natural Environment 

(Continued) 
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Table 3.1 (Continued): Coding Scheme 

Item 

NO. 
Appeal Item Keyword 

7 Education 

University 

Chulalongkorn University 

Srinakharinwirot University 

Bangkok University 

International 

School 

Australian International School  

Singapore International School 

St Andrews International School 

Berkeley International School 

8 Health Care 

Bangkok International Hospital 

Bumrumbrag Hospital 

Asoke Skin Hospital 

Rutnin Eye Hospital 

Dental Clinic 

9 Surroundings 

Bank/Embassy/ Gem 

Supermarket: Big C/ Gourmet/Tesco Lotus/Tops 

Shopping Mall: Cenral/Siam Paragon/Terminal 21/MBK/EM 

Entertainment Spots/Pubs and Bars/ Coffeehouse 

Restaurant/Thai Food/Western Food/ Japanese Food/ 

Park/Golf Course 

10 Design Concept 
Concept 

Highlight 

11 Promotion Special Favor/Gift/Event/Unit list 

12 Investment Prospect/Value Rental Price/Gross Annual Rental Yield 

13 Brand appeal Developer/Brand image 

14 Personal appeal Love/Joy/Happiness/Homey 

15 Social appeal Pride/Status/Popularity 

16 Fear appeal Loss of health/money/safety 

17 Humor appeal Fun/Joke 
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11) The Number of Appeals: According to the above items, the total number of 

appeals in one article is counted. One appeal as 1, two appeals as 2, three appeals 

as 3, no appeal as 0. For example, “location, price, transportation” recoded as 3. 

12) The active element in this study is recorded as ‘1’ in phase of data collection. 

 

3.5 Data Analysis 

Based on the coding guidelines above, the researcher would record the 

elements or data results of selected WeChat articles in Office Excel, and then to do 

content analysis with the calculation through Office Excel. 

First, to gather different types of media materials and record the frequency of 

WeChat Image-text in each article; Percentage was also calculated to describe the 

distribution of the data; 

Second, to classify the 3 steps of Creative strategy and categorize the appeal 

items into corresponding advertising appeals and be able to analyze the core/main 

appeals of the selected article; 

Third, to summarize the meanings behind the different themes; 

Finally, to compare the results from different condo brands of Ananda 

Development as meaningfully as possible. 
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3.6 Reliability and Validity of the Study 

This paper measured the reliability by inviting another Chinese graduate 

student to serve as the assistant coder in the coding phase. Certain subjective items 

such as emotional appeals were distinguished seriously and repeatedly in order to 

reach the best option. Approximately 25% of the coded items were co-identified with 

the second coder.  

In order to ensure the validity of this research, coding scheme was developed 

based on marketing communication/advertising literature. In addition, secondary data 

from China’s domestic data resource such as the ASKCI’ ranking list of real estate 

WeChat official account was used to analyze and compare the selected samples. As a 

result of its mature and succeed, the arguments of WeChat marketing communication 

in China is more experienced and trusted.  
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

This chapter attempts to report the results of the quantitative content analysis 

of 195 related WeChat articles from 94 official accounts (See details in Appendix D), 

by using the creative strategy and execution styles as a conceptual framework. The 

findings are presented according to the proposed research questions.  

4.1 General Information of Sample 

A total 195 WeChat articles were selected as sample of this study. Table 4.1 

summarizes the number of WeChat articles of a portfolio of distinctive condominium 

brands of Ananda Development that sampled and analyzed. These categories are 

conformed to the researcher’s findings the average of starting price of each brand in 

Figure 4.1. Overall, the selected articles have high levels in performing creative 

strategy of different condo projects with the real estate WeChat official accounts. 

Table 4.1: Summary of the Selected WeChat Official Account Articles 

No Brand Name Product Categories 
No. of Articles 

(n = 195) 

1 ASHTON Luxury 29 

2 IDEO Q High-end 24 

3 VENIO Premium value 6 

4 IDEO MOBI Up-scale 49 

5 IDEO Mid-range 42 

6 ELIO Low-range 19 

7 UNIO Super value-rang 26 
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Figure 4.1: The Average Starting Price of Ananda’s Condominium Brands 

 

 

According to the status of condo projects, the average starting price of which 

SOLD OUT is not included in this calculation (See Appendix B).   

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 shows the monthly and quarterly number of the 

articles posted by operators of related WeChat official accounts, respectively. It is 

obvious that the number of articles has significantly increased in the second quarter of 

2018, at its peak articles of 37 in May. 
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Figure 4.2: Monthly Number of Selected WeChat Articles 

Source: WeChat Application. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Quarterly Number of Selected WeChat Articles (WeChat Application) 

Source: WeChat Application. 
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4.2 Findings 

4.2.1 RQ#1: Types of WeChat Real Estate Image-text 

With the vigorous development of WeChat Image-text, WeChat real estate 

official account advertising ushered a new era through WeChat application. Text and 

Image are the two basic elements. Video and audio are selective utilized. Other 

elements, such as Html 5, web page link, Vote/Poll program and WeChat store are 

very rarely used. All the elements in WeChat Image-text presented the advertising 

appeals to the readers. A good combination of Image-text can help achieve better 

performance of WeChat advertising effectiveness.  

Table 4.2 shows that all the selected articles used the Text element; out of 195 

articles, the highest number is Image (99%, n=195), followed by QR Code (87%, 

n=195), Web Link (18%, n=195), and Video (15%, n=195). Only 5% of these articles 

used Third-party Interface and 2% (n=195) use WeChat Store; in addition, audio was 

hardly used. 

Table 4.2: Frequency and Percentage of WeChat Real Estate Image-text 

WeChat Image-text Frequency 
(n=195) 

Percentage 
(100%) 

Text 195 100% 

Image 193 99% 

Video 30 15% 

Audio 0 0% 
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WeChat Image-text Frequency 
(n=195) 

Percentage 
(100%) 

WeChat Store 4 2% 

Web Link 35 18% 

Third-party Interface 10 5% 

QR Code 169 87% 

 

4.2.2 RQ#2: Ad Function in WeChat Real Estate Articles 

The results in Table 4.3 indicate that the primary ad function in the WeChat 

real estate articles was to inform (46%, n=195), followed by to persuade (33%, n=195) 

and to remind (21%, n=195). That is, the main purpose of WeChat articles is to 

promote new real estate project and promote brand awareness, then to convince 

consumers to take actions. Meanwhile, articles are used to remind readers of the new 

projects and services and keep the experience in their mind now and then. 

Table 4.3: Ad Function in WeChat Real Estate Articles 

Ad Function 
Frequency 
(n=195) 

Percentage  
(100%) 

To inform 89 46% 

To persuade 64 33% 

To remind 42 21% 
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4.2.3 RQ#3: Appeals in WeChat Real Estate Articles 

As Table 4.4 shown, out of 195 selected articles, almost nine-tenths of them 

used a rational appeal strategy, while approximately one-twentieth used emotional 

appeal strategy. Only 7% (n=195) of the articles used neither rational appeal nor 

emotional appeal. 

Table 4.4: Dominated Appeal in Main body of WeChat Real Estate Articles 

 

 

Appeal elements, specific number and the frequency the research sample 

adopted are summarized in Table 4.5 which indicates that the total number of appeals 

of the sample is 1,281. Over three quarters of them are rational appeals (76%, 

n=1281), and almost one-quarter are emotional appeals (24%, n=1281). Out of 195 

WeChat articles, the majority of them utilized the mixed appeals (80%, n=195), 

almost one fifth of them exclusively used rational appeals (17%, n=195), and a few of 

them exclusively used emotional appeals (3%, n=195).  

 

Advertising Appeal 
Frequency 
(n=195) 

Percentage 
(100%) 

Rational Appeal 173 89% 

Emotional Appeal 9 4% 

Neither 13 7% 

Total 195 100% 
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Table 4.5: Appeals in the Main body of WeChat Real Estate Articles 

Appeal 

Articles Number of Appeals 

Frequency 
(n=195) 

Percentage 
(100%) 

Frequency 
(n=1,281) 

Percentage 
(100%) 

Rational appeal 
Only 

34 17% 976 76% 

Emotional appeal 
Only 

5 3% 305 24% 

Mixed appeals 156 80%   

Total 195 100% 1,281 100% 

 

The results in Table 4.6 indicate the frequency and percentage of main appeals 

in the real estate WeChat articles, in order of the most used, it goes: Location (75%, 

n=195), Unit features (69%, n=195), Surroundings (52%, n=195), Facilities (47%, 

n=195), Design Concept (44%, n=195), Transportation (44%, n=195), Social appeal 

(44%, n=195), Brand appeal (43%, n=195), Investment prospect (39%, n=195), 

Personal appeal (36%, n=195), Education (33%, n=195), Price (32%, n=195), 

Promotion (32%, n=195), Fear appeal (21%, n=195), Health care (20%, n=195), 

Environment (14%, n=195), and Humor appeal (14%, n=195), respectively. 
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Table 4.6: The Frequency of Appeals in the WeChat Real Estate Articles  

Appeal Items 
Frequency 
(n=195) 

Percentage 
(100%) 

Rational 
Appeal 

1 Price 63 32% 

2 Unit Features 134 69% 

3 Location 146 75% 

 

4 Transportation 85 44% 

5 Facilities 92 47% 

6 Environment 27 14% 

7 Education 65 33% 

8 Health Care 39 20% 

9 Surroundings 101 52% 

10 Design Concept 86 44% 

11 Promotion 62 32% 

12  Investment Prospect 76 39% 

Emotional 
Appeal 

13 Brand appeal 83 43% 

14 Personal appeal 70 36% 

15 Social appeal 85 44% 

16 Fear appeal 40 21% 

17 Humor appeal 27 14% 
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Among rational appeals, the findings revealed that Location is the most 

frequently used appeal (75%, n=195); More than two-thirds of the articles adopted the 

appeal of Unit features (69%, n=195); over half of them used the appeal of 

surroundings (52%, n=195).  

Among emotional appeals, the findings revealed that Social appeal (44%, 

n=195) and Brand appeal (43%, n=195) were commonly used whereas Humor appeal 

(14%, n=195) was a rarely employed strategy in the articles. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Statistical Data of First Appeal in WeChat Articles 

Source: WeChat Application. 
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As shown in Figure 4.4, Location (75%, n = 195) was ranked first as the most 

used appeal strategy in WeChat real estate articles. Unit features strategy (69%, n = 

195) and the Surroundings (52%, n = 195) were also commonly used in the selected 

articles. 

The results in Table 4.7 indicate that the biggest group of the number of 

appeals are 4-6 appeals (34%, n = 195), followed by 7-9 appeals (32%, n = 195), 10 

appeals or more (18%, n = 195), and 3 appeals or lower (16%, n = 195), respectively. 

The first two groups together, it accounts for nearly two-thirds (66%, n = 195) of the 

total sample. A variety of information and multi-level main interest points are 

increasingly a reflection of these data.  

Table 4.7: The Quantities Distribution of Appeals in WeChat Real Estate Articles 

 (Categorized by the number of appeals) 

Number of Appeals Frequency 
(n = 195) 

Percentage 
(100%) 

3 appeals or lower 31 16% 

4-6 appeals 66 34% 

7-9 appeals 63 32% 

10 appeals or over 35 18% 

Total 195 100% 
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4.2.4 RQ#4: Execution styles in WeChat Real Estate Articles 

As Table 4.8 shown, Text with image only is the most common execution 

strategy in WeChat real estate articles accounting for 64% of the total sample (n = 

195). While Text mixed with others is the second common strategy as it was used in a 

quarter of the sample, with the use of WeChat store (2%, n = 195), Third-party 

interface (5%, n = 195) and the use of Websites (18%, n = 195). Text with video only 

(1%, n = 195) is far less than Text mixed image and video (10%, n = 195) by ten 

times. In addition, there is no article with text only. 

Table 4.8: Frequency of WeChat Image-text Adoption 

Image-text Frequency 
(n=195) 

Percentage 
(100%) 

Text-only 0 0% 

Text with Image only 124 64% 

Text with Video only 2 1% 

Text mixed with Image and Video 20 10% 

Text mixed 
with others 

Third-party 
Interface 10 5% 

WeChat Store 4 2% 

Websites 35 18% 

 Sub-total 49 25% 

 Total 195 100% 
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Figure 4.5: Examples of Text Mixed with Other Elements of Execution Style 

Source: WeChat Application. 

As shown in Figure 4.5, these execution styles were mostly related with the 

Promotion strategy of ad appeals.  

The Frequency of Two Types of Image: 

Two types of Image reflecting rational appeal and emotional appeal are 

summarized in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9 indicates the frequency and percentage of Image used in the real 

estate WeChat articles, in order of the most used, it goes: Architectural renderings, 

'location and traffic network', floor plan, surroundings, interior scene, developer/ sales 

center, warm and nice interior decoration, realistic exterior scene, slice of life, 

beautiful natural scenery, emoticon /GIF emoticon, combinations, and both humor 

and dramatization as the last one.  

Architectural rendering was the most commonly used image type to achieve 

rational appeal in the articles as it composes of 82% of the samples (n = 195), while 
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warm and nice interior decoration was the most used one to achieve emotional appeal 

with more than a quarter (27%, n = 195) of the articles, and followed by Slice of life 

(23%, n = 195), and Beautiful natural scenery (20%, n = 195). Humor (6%, n = 195) 

and Dramatization (6%, n = 195) were the rarely adopted types. 

Table 4.9: The Frequency of Image Type in the WeChat Real Estate Articles 

Image Type 
Frequency 
(n=195) 

Percentage 
(100%) 

Rational 
Appeal 

1 Architectural renderings 160 82% 

2 Floor plan 134 69% 

3 Interior scene 98 50% 

4 Realistic exterior scene 47 24% 

5 Developer/Sales Center 65 33% 

6 Surroundings 99 51% 

7 'Location and traffic 
network' 155 79% 

Emotional 
Appeal 

8 Slice of life 45 23% 

9 Dramatization 11 6% 

10 Warm and nice interior 
decoration 53 27% 

11 Emoticon /GIF emoticon 15 8% 

12 Humor 12 6% 

13 Beautiful natural scenery 39 20% 

14 Combinations 14 7% 
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In addition, certain WeChat real estate articles delivered the emotional appeals 

in an entertaining manner. Take Figure 4.6 for example, it adopted a popular scenario 

in the Chinese television drama, The First Half of My Life, to help the marketers 

show how the messages can resolve problems of readers. Figure 4.7 shows the 

technique that combined characters and text of emoticon, the hot stickers of emoji 

usage. They present the humorous communication appeals.  

 

 

Figure 4.6: Examples of Dramatization Image of Execution Style 

Source: WeChat Application. 
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Figure 4.7: Examples of Emoticon Image of Execution Style 

Source: WeChat Application. 
 

4.2.5 RQ#5: Comparisons of Ad Appeals among Different Condo Brands 

Results in Table 4.10 indicate the number of times of appeals in the selected 

articles toward Ananda’s seven Condo brands. As Table 4.12 showed, in order of the 

average frequency of occurrence in each article, it goes: ASHTON (7.10 appeals), 

IDEO Q (6.83 appeals), IDEO MOBI (6.73 appeals), IDEO (6.69 appeals), ELIO 

(6.63 appeals), UNIO (5.54 appeals) and VENIO (5.00 appeals).   

ASHTON, the luxury brand, also has a maximum value of 1.83 in the terms of 

emotional appeal. While IDEO Q, the high-end brand, has a maximum value of 5.33 

in the terms of rational appeal. In particular, Venio, the super value-range brand, has 

the least average appeal value in the rational appeal in each article. 
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Table 4.10: The Frequency of Appeals of Ananda Condo Brand Articles 

Condo Brand 
Advertising 

Appeals 
Articles 

Rational 
Appeals 

Emotional 
Appeals 

Ashton 206 29 153 53 

Ideo Q 164 24 128 36 

Venio 30 6 27 3 

Ideo mobi 330 49 246 84 

Ideo 281 42 219 62 

Elio 126 19 98 28 

Unio 144 26 105 39 

Total 1281 195 976 305 

 

Table 4.11:  The Proportion of Appeal Presented in Ananda Condo Articles 

Condo 
Brand Categories Advertising 

Appeal/article 
Rational 

Appeal/article 
Emotional 

Appeal/article 

Ashton Luxury 7.10  5.28  1.83  

Ideo Q High-end 6.83  5.33  1.50  

Venio Premium 
value 5.00  4.50  0.50  

Ideo mobi Up-scale 6.73  5.02  1.71  

Ideo Mid-range 6.69  5.21  1.48  

Elio Low-range 6.63  5.16  1.47  

Unio Super value-
rang 5.54  4.04  1.50  

Total  6.57  5.01  1.56  
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Figure 4.8: The Line Chart of Average Number of Appeal of Different Brands  

Source: WeChat Application. 

 

Figure 4.9: The Bar Chart of Average Number of Appeal of Seven Different Brands 

Source: WeChat Application. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

This study examines how creative strategy and execution style were adopted 

by operators of the WeChat real estate official accounts on Ananda’s condo brands. 

This chapter discusses findings and limitations. It also provides the practical 

implications and suggestions for the future. 

5.1 Summary of Findings 

The researcher has a preliminary understanding of the current situation of the 

creative strategy and execution style of the Thai real estate WeChat marketing 

communication, through the investigation and analysis of WeChat articles of 

Ananda’s condo brands posted on the WeChat official account admin platform in the 

past 18 months (from January 2017 to June 2018).  

Specifically, there are five interesting findings:  

1) Types of WeChat Image-text 

The results indicate that Image, QR Code, Web Link, Video, Third-party 

interface and WeChat Store are the most used WeChat Image-text. Audio such as 

music and recordings is not the key elements in Thai real estate WeChat articles. 

2) Ad Functions 

The results show that the most important purpose of these WeChat articles is 

to provide information for readers and to build related brand awareness. The articles 

also tick off the reasons of buying a real estate in Thailand toward Chinese 

community, for example to enjoy the park-like environment, to do a stable investment, 
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or to bring international education for the children. Only a few of articles try to 

remind the followers to think of their needs of the services. 

3) Ad Appeals 

In terms of preference of ad appeals, Mixed-appeal was used the most in these 

WeChat articles. The data indicates rational appeals as the most adopted strategy. 

Popular ational appeal include Location, Unite features, Surroundings, Facilities and 

Transportation, and popular emotional appeals such as Developer/brand image, 

Homey, Popularity, Fear of loss of health and Funny emoticon are the major items 

mentioned the most. These are also the key words for the WeChat official accounts 

followers used when they search the related real estate messages about the condo 

projects.  

The elements of appeal, such as Education, Health care and Environment, 

became more and more frequently applied in Thai real estate project profiling. 

Promotion of sales activity or communication campaign gained more and more 

attention. To a certain degree, Thai real estate market is in the highly competitive 

market among Chinese customers. 

4) Execution Styles 

According to types of WeChat Image-text, there are four main categories of 

WeChat articles: Text with image only, Text with Video only, Text mixed with image 

and video, and Text mixed with others.  

Text with visual content, the most successful strategy, shows the enough 

messages of the projects or other services and raises the interest of readers. Excellent 

and meaningful WeChat Image-text can create stronger visual effect of appeals. In 

this study, the research takes full attention on the execution style of images with 
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different appeals. In terms of rational appeal, photographic images were commonly 

used, for example, architectural renderings, realistic interior and exterior scene, and 

surroundings.  

In terms of emotional appeal, these images add more creative elements and 

enhance the persuasiveness. Slice of life image was another most used execution style 

describing the good lifestyle and the enjoyment of services. It helps the consumers 

feel and imagine the benefits of the future quality of life. Emoticon or GIF emoticon 

was utilized for more proportion by attracting readers’ attention and engaging them in 

something really hilarious.  

5) Comparisons 

Significant difference of creative strategy among the 7 condo brands of 

ANANDA was not found in this research. However, there are some results able to be 

explained. The average number of times of used appeal types indicating that luxury 

brand, ASHTON, used the highest number of appeals, while the super value-range 

brand, Unio, used the fewest rational appeal strategy in this study.  

5.2 Discussions 

The findings indicated that WeChat Official account articles were the 

promoter of Ananda condo brands and mainly provided informative messages to build 

brand awareness. From the perspective of creative strategy, it was found that real 

estate articles took rational appeals as dominant strategy and mixed with emotional 

appeals as supplementary strategies.  

For advertising appeals in this study, location, unit features, surroundings, 

facilities, design concept, transportation, social appeal, brand appeal, investment 
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prospect, personal appeal, education, price, promotion, fear appeal, health care, 

environment, and humor appeal were commonly used. Du, Hao, & Ren (2014) 

confirmed that several factors of real estate such as environment, house type, and 

prices were seriously considered by consumers in the purchase process. Two rational 

appeals deserve to be discussed: Environment and Price.  

Environment is only mentioned in 27 WeChat articles (14%). One 

interpretation may be that the potential buyers who are investors focus mostly on the 

investment value.  As well as, Price occupies a certain large part of the consumer’s 

purchase decision for making comparisons, and the frequency just achieved at 32% of 

the WeChat articles in this research. There are some details of return on real estate 

transaction, down payment, balance payment and monthly payment, etc. Besides, 

throughout the contents in these articles, Thailand’s economy, political status and 

immigration policies are the investment factors which Chinese consumers considered. 

For execution styles, text and image dominated, they work together with other 

WeChat Image-text such as video, webpage link and other miniprograms. These 

electronic materials allow the followers of WeChat official accounts to read and check 

Thai real estate information repeatedly without cost and any time limit. Readers are 

able to experience the condo brands on emotional levels to a larger extent through 

multimedia presentations. In addition, the creativity and variety of real estate articles 

encourage the reading of consumers with enthusiasm and more receptivity. More 

importantly, consumers can take more proactive in understanding the messages in 

WeChat articles, thus, it finally increased the persuasive function of ad appeals. 

Interactive behaviors such as real-time audio and video, live map and 

document transmission, are essential for both sender and receivers in online 
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communication, and it is where WeChat marketing distinguishes itself from the other 

social media platforms. Downside of this point, the findings indicate that the selected 

WeChat real estate articles in this study lacked positive synergies to create interactive 

links with the readers. 

5.3 Limitations 

The current research has several limitations, such as data collection and 

approach selection.  First, the sampling method of this study involves a judgment 

sample rather than a random one. Second, the analysis process of this study involves 

the descriptive statistics and does not adopt a higher level. Third, this paper only 

analyzed the condo brands of Ananda Development and one social media platform of 

WeChat official account. Forth, the current situation of Thai real estate WeChat 

articles is without mature application on plug-in.  Another key limitation of this 

research is without a relative investigation of marketing message strategy of which 

involves certain influences on communication strategies. 

5.4 Recommendations for Further Application 

Recommendations are provided for real estate marketers and advertisers in the 

following aspects: 

First, the online quality content of real estate must be taken full attention. The 

first step for operating a real estate WeChat official account is to set the objectives, 

methods and organizational process of advertising for a real estate brand or a project.  

Second, the timing, the schedule, the frequency of posting and releasing the 

WeChat official account articles are quite important.  Clearly, there will be a high-
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frequency interactions and engagement process of potential customers in a special 

phase after new real estate project opening.  

Third, the writers or the operators of a real estate agency’s WeChat official 

account are able to improve the ability to apply high-level creative strategy of 

premium content and brand equity consciousness.  

Fourth, it is suggested to utilize more new types of WeChat Image-text such as 

online applications, the third-party interfaces, video media and other emerging 

Function plug-ins, WeChat official account admin platform can help real estate brand 

and projects benefit from the exposure of high interactive multimedia content, and 

then reach more Chinese clients.  

Lastly, there is a big advantage of Chinese agents which is a good choice for 

the extension of Thai real estate brands and projects, because it is very important for 

foreign companies to understand the Chinese culture and operating models. 

5.5 Recommendations for Future Research 

Future studies may provide more execution styles on different interfaces and 

social media platform that connect WeChat articles and other communication 

functions. And more analysis of communication effects on consumers’ perspective 

should be considered, such as the word-of-mouth marketing to drive mass audience to 

engage with the brand’s marketing communications. The comparisons of advertising 

mental effects and behavioral effects in WeChat marketing communication may also 

be examined. Further explore of creativity emphasis on brand awareness, brand 

personality, brand reputation and other brand communication strategy in WeChat 

marketing should provide valuable findings for both marketers and communicators.  
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APPENDIX A: 

ANANDA Official Website Condominium Webpage 

 

https://www.ananda.co.th/en/project/condominium
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APPENDIX B: 

ANANDA Condominium Projects 
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APPENDIX C: 

Examples of WeChat Articles in “Ananda Development”  

 

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/ix346JS6aQP4392uMT4ipg
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APPENDIX C (Continued): 

Examples of WeChat Articles in “Ananda Development” 

 

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/ix346JS6aQP4392uMT4ipg
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APPENDIX D: 

WeChat Official Accounts 

Name WeChat ID Name WeChat ID 
51 泰国置业 Thailand_property 索凡海外 suofanliuxue 

51 泰国置业服务 gh_0928988aff43 泰爱我家 gh_8f274c4d8a8e 
KCITY 海外精选 kcity2016 泰房置地 tfzd6688 
RayWhite 香港 gh_c809c9530709 泰房置地网 gh_8adb87e05677 

REMAX 瑞麦地产全球资讯 REMAX_CHINABJ 泰国城市房地产 taiguo_fangdichan 
Tongthai 泰国通 itaiguotong 泰国房产海外投资 tgfcxiaoqiao 

安查置业 AnchaProperty 泰国房产每日速报 Ashton Chula-Silom 
安嘉集团 gh_91e1cda39384 泰国房产情报 fangchanqingbao 

安平泰環球置業 gh_6f3d2f81b773 泰国房产一站式服务 gh_e24a230b0e94 
巴扬投资 stbytz 泰国房产置业专家 gh_258f6d4cd322 
邦海外 bangoversea 泰国故事集 mbjh2014 
本始资产 gh_94c5017ca452 泰国华人地产 gh_4cdf96e20281 
辰邦置业 Sunpongint_Thailand 泰国华泰地产 pattaya188 

东南亚心发现 seaxinfaxian 泰国金服 Taiguozaixian 
房眼亚洲 fangyanjapan 泰国巨狮不动产 lionrealestate 
飞龙物业 gh_30c586fc3211 泰国留学买房指南 wechat-guodan3099 
菲常旅行 fayfei027 泰国茏谷 taiguolonggu 
纷享出海 Letsshare2018 泰国明泰房地产 thai-home-house 

共享房产投资 gh_dfa7adc689c0 泰国全适能置业 gh_34ecc5e93afb 
广东链家海外事业部 gh_45112418ee27 泰国圣坤房产 gh_cfb34c8480ce 
国房产一站式服务 gh_e24a230b0e94 泰国世界日报 udnbkk 

海外房产投资小贴士 GlobalHouse-Tips 泰国泰居房产 thailife-condo 
海外研究报告 iaofang 泰国头条新闻 newsthailand 

呼和浩特盈科地产 union-all 泰国网 zhitaiguo 
环球泰国房产 globevisa-TG 泰国新房 taiguoyoujia 
寰尚境外 gh_c99cebd6716 泰国新视野房产 Newvision-Thai 

景观锵锵汇 YFSJLA 泰国亚泰房产 gh_f0d1b4452b2b 
景鸿移民 ekimmigration 泰国一城置业 ThaiYicheng 
老泰看房 thai598 泰国友好房地产 uhouse_thailand 
陆洋地产 LY-Ltd 泰国云霄阁房地产 skylinereal 
曼房问 Bkkhome99 泰蘭置业 tailanzhiye 

曼谷二小姐 thaimiss2 泰尚房 gh_068bd4d55be4 
曼谷客 manguke 泰王国优选 shoppinginthai 

曼谷妈妈生活记 bangkokmumdaily 泰系列之泰国房产 gh_74aac21f0e4e 
曼谷未来城 bkkcondo2018 泰一家泰国房产 PTinvestment 
美亚置业 premier_capital 泰有道 taiyoud 

米兔泰国房地产 mitudichan 外投 gh_87747d1aa1ef 
南京科蓝水务 kelanwater 暹罗飞鸟 siambird 

诺亚海外房地产 novanyasset 新麦海外 gh_6e23f5cdeee9 
全适能地产 gh_b6868b1e7e22 寻泰 SearchingThai SearchingThai 
全适能置业 gh_db483a6d95ac 亚南达房地产 AnandaDevelopment 

瑞投咨网海外房产 regishome 优居东南亚 ylivingsgroup 
森和财富 senhe-cf 有路 uoolu_ 

上海链家海外事业部 gh_14b8b0151c69 有路海外置业成都站 gh_d624008af36b 
深圳链家海外 sz_overseas_property 誉加海外投资 gloryglobal 

世居达 Starr-Auswellgroup 郑州我爱我家海外 zz-5i5j 
四海嘉诚 gh_d15ed52dfde1 中泰顺 thaichinabbs007 
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